Complete Bibliography of Publications by Cornelius Grove

Not included are many of the publications authored while Grove was employed by Harcourt Brace & World (1968-69), C. Richard Hatch Associates (1969-70), IBM Corporation (1970-71), and AFS International Programs (1978-1989).

Publications preserved by ERIC (Education Resources Information Center) may be acquired at http://eric.ed.gov.


1975  The Human Dynamo: Power. Macmillan. 64 pgs. With senior authors R. Wayne Mahood & Warren L. Hickman. [Obtain from CNG]

1975  The Intensively Annotated Bibliography on Cross-Cultural Problems in Education. Columbia University Institute of International Studies. 50 pgs [compiles and intensively annotates 125 books]. [Full text ERIC ED111912]


1977 “The Cross-Cultural Problems of Immigrant Portuguese Students in American Schools.” Monograph, 18 pgs. Awarded Honorable Mention in the 1990 Monograph Competition of the Massachusetts Association for Bilingual Education. [Full text ERIC ED151472]


1979 *The Annotated Bibliography on Cross-Cultural Problems in Education: Vol. II: Published Literature*. ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban and Minority Education, Teachers College, Columbia University. 131 annotated entries, 66 pgs. [Full text ERIC ED169191]

1979 “Culture and Communication,” in *AFS Student Study Guide*. AFS Intercultural Programs. 5 pgs. [Obtain from CNG]


1980 “Using International Experiences to Build Global Perspectives: Student Exchanges.” *Global Perspectives* (May/June). 3 pgs. [largely focused on ACCESS: Awareness of Culture for Children through Exchange Student Sharing] [Obtain from CNG]

1980 *ANTHROS: A Community Discovery Project for Young People Aged 15 to 20*. [Manual from a pilot-project supported by the National Endowment for the Humanities: AZ-0017-79-898]. AFS International Programs. 56 pgs. With extensive input by Chadwick Alger, Ph.D. [Obtain from CNG]
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1982  *Homestay Program Orientation Manual* with related items. AFS Intercultural Programs. 124 pgs. With co-author Bettina Hansel. [Full text ERIC ED244878]

1982  *Preparing for an American Adventure* with related items. AFS Intercultural Programs. 56 pgs. [Full text ERIC ED243799]

1982  *Value Orientations* with Leader’s Guide. AFS Intercultural Programs. 12 pgs. [Full text ERIC ED243771]

1983  *What Research and Informed Opinion Have to Say about Very Short Exchange Programs (VSPs)*. AFS Intercultural Programs. 11 pgs. [Full text ERIC ED243772]

1984  *Dynamics of International Host Families*. AFS Research Report No. 27. AFS Intercultural Programs. 32 pgs. [Full text ERIC ED249141]

1984  *A Fondness for Ice Water: A Brief Introduction to the U.S.A. and Its People*. AFS Intercultural Programs. 18 pgs. Also translated into Spanish, Portuguese, Thai, and Russian. [Full text ERIC ED253495]
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1989 *Orientation Handbook for Youth Exchange Programs*. Intercultural Press. 273 pgs. [Summary and full text ERIC ED313289]


1990 *The AFS School Relations Handbook*. AFS Intercultural Programs. 85 pgs. [Obtain portions from CNG or from AFS]

1990 *A Rose by Any Other Name: And Other Stories about Host Families*. AFS Intercultural Programs. 122 pgs. [Obtain portions from CNG or from AFS]


1991 *They Are Talking about Me! And Other Stories about Exchange Students*. Author: Kenneth Cushner. Editor: C. Grove. AFS Intercultural Programs. 130 pgs. [Obtain portions from CNG or from AFS]


1994 “Can we export our diversity approach?” Cultural Diversity at Work (Vol. 6, No. 3). 1½ pgs. With co-author Willa Hallowell. [Obtain from GROVEWELL]


- "Hierarchical versus Egalitarian Relationship Patterns" (January)
- "Interpreting Time Worldwide" (March)
- "Deciding Whom to Hire, Promote, and Trust, Part II" (May)
- "Individualist vs. Collectivist Values" (August)
- "The Mysterious Concept of ‘Face’" (February)
- "Deciding Whom to Hire, Promote, and Trust" (April)
- "To What Extent Can Feelings Be Expressed" (June)
- "The American Way… At Home and Abroad" (September)
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2001 Two-article series in *Velocity: Focus Europe* [Strategic Account Management Association]. With co-authors Kathy Molloy & Willa Hallowell.

- “E-mail Makes *Everything* More Efficient…Unfortunately!” 3 pgs. (2nd quarter), and…


2002 “Intercultural Performance Coaching.” GROVEWELL. 3 pgs. With lead co-author Willa Hallowell. [Obtain from GROVEWELL]


2005 Three articles exploring the findings of the GLOBE research project. GROVEWELL. [GLOBE = Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior Effectiveness, an 11-year, 62-nation effort directed out of Wharton Business School]


2007 “Diversity, Intercultural Services, and Globalization: Rethinking Roles, Goals, and Strategic Opportunities.” GROVEWELL. 15 pgs. With co-authors Kathy Molloy, Shannon Murphy Robinson, & Willa Hallowell. [Obtain from GROVEWELL]
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2007 Three articles briefly summarizing the findings of the GLOBE research project. GROVEWELL. [GLOBE = Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior Effectiveness, an 11-year, 62-nation effort directed out of Wharton Business School]
   — “Nine Highlights from the GLOBE Project's Findings.” 1 pg. Grovewell.com/pub-GLOBE-highlights.html


2013 “Adapting to Difference: The GIST of It, Parts 1, 2, 3.” With co-author Willa Hallowell. Answers to three questions about cross-cultural adaptation, posted on the Catalyst website blog, “Catalyzing.” Catalyst.org/blog/catalyzing/adapting-difference-gist-it-part-1 [-part-2, -part-3].
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